INVITATION FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR
RENTING OF A FOOD CORNER
AT THE VALLEE D'OSTERLOG ENDEMIC GARDEN, LE VAL

The Vallée d’Osterlog Endemic Garden Foundation (VOEGF) operating under the aegis of the Ministry of Agro Industry and Food Security hereby invites Expression of Interest to rent a Food Corner, located in the compound of the Vallée d’Osterlog Endemic Garden at Le Val.

The Food Corner has a total area of 80 m² and can accommodate a seating capacity of 24 persons. The necessary amenities i.e electricity and water are available on site.

Interested parties are invited to write to the VOEGF, specifying clearly:

- the monthly rent rate in Rs. per m² they are willing to pay for the food corner;
- the type of food incl. beverages to be sold, the equipment to be installed, and the number of employees; and
- their contact details i.e business/residential addresses, Tel/Mob No., Fax No. and Email address.

A copy of Valid Trade Licence, Business Registration Card, Company profile (if any) and Food Handlers Certificate to be attached.

The letter together with all the documents above should be submitted by 15 July 2022 at latest to the attention of: The Director, Vallée d’Osterlog Endemic Garden Foundation, Head Office, Wooton.

For site visits, Messrs V.R. Gooljar on 6709882 or H. Luqmaan on 6704088 may be contacted during office hours.

The VOEGF reserves the right to cancel the present invitation for Expression of Interest exercise without thereby incurring any liability to any applicant or without having any obligation to justify its actions.

Vallée d'Osterlog Endemic Garden Foundation
17 June 2022